Computaris MVNO in a White Box Solution
Computaris MVNO in a White Box solution is tailored to suit all MVNOs exigencies. It
encompasses all services and functionalities required for achieving business goals, making
MVNOs accessible to a much broader group of companies and brands and attractive to Mobile
Network Operators (MNOs).
Complete control of your business
Enhance capabilities for loyalty and churn management
Rapid and cost efficient creation of unique offers to target underserved niches
Define innovative pricing models plans and complex tariff models
Account lifecycle management
Customer care and service management platform
Optimize order management across all customers touch-points
Seamless access to all self-care channels (SMS, USSD, IVR, Web Self-Care)
Reduce costs by significant component reuse
Ongoing involvement towards increasing your customer base
Computaris MVNO in a White box solution offers sophisticated control capabilities, enabling
integrated management of subscriptions, accounts and billing data, vouchers, phone numbers
and SIM cards, providing all the tools needed for a customer centric approach.

Tailored solution for all business models
In contrast with monolithic solutions that cover just partially the functionalities needed by
MVNO’s business processes, Computaris’ open MVNO Solution enables Operators to create and
launch innovative services built on standards compliant solutions and leverage the benefits of a
wide range of functionalities at a fraction of the cost.
Modular and extensible architecture, based on standard interfaces
Careful selection of best of breed solutions
End to end deployment responsibility
Seamless integration with MNO Network and 3rd parties
Carrier grade reliability and scalability
Fast time to market and low TCO
Supporting MVNO requirements of multi-tenant functionalities

Best of breed components
Computaris MVNO in a White Box Solution brings together two decades of expertise in the
telecommunication industry with top BSS/OSS products. Based on our long term partnerships
with leading product companies, Computaris solution incorporates best of breed components for
messaging, voice and data session control, voucher management, real time rating and charging
smoothly integrated with proven open source business logics such as provisioning, order
management, analytics and CRM.

